Packing Instructions for Returning the Scale–Aire Unit
We are providing this instruction sheet and packing materials to assist you in
returning your unit.
Package includes: Wood base, Large box, small box,
padded envelope for handpieces, and tie downs.
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Start by building the boxes.
The small box is for the control unit, the large box is for the entire frame with
compressor. The small box containing the control unit fits inside the large box.
Before you remove the control box, please remove the scaler insert (stack)from
the scaler handpiece and the low and high-speed handpieces from their airlines.
These can be safely stored in the Fed-Ex envelope provided.
The Scale–Aire control box is held down by four wing nuts. These can easily be
removed by hand.
Place the control unit upside down in its box. Arrange the air lines and footswitch
in the remaining space. Pack with paper or packing p-nuts See photo 1

Photo 1
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Open the height adjustment screw in the center of the “H” frame and remove the
post. Pull off to remove the four wheels on the bottom of the Scale-Aire frame.
To keep the frame from moving and possibly from getting damaged during
transport we suggest you fasten the frame to the wooden base. The wooden
base should be placed as shown. See photos 2,3, and 4

Photo 2

Photo 3
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Photo 4

All four sides of the frame should be secured.
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Place small box into the bigger box with the frame in the empty space opposite
the compressor.

Reinsert the adjustable post and tighten. Note that the flange helps hold the
small box in place.

We DO recommend you ship using UPS or Fed-Ex.
We DO NOT recommend you ship via United States Postal Service (USPS)
We DO recommend you insure the shipment for a minimum of $3,495.00,
And maintain tracking numbers. Engler Engineering Accepts NO
responsibility for this shipment
ANY DAMAGE to uninsured equipment is the customer’s responsibility
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